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PREFACE: The main reason we decided to initiate
a “new” Newsletter was to help bring alternative
news to those of you out there that like to think for
yourselves - and not be part of the herd - thus our
slogan, The Sovereign Individual.
With that in mind, I will cut to the chase. Over the
past few weeks the Whole World has been turned
upside down. I will not go into detail. You all know
what I am talking about.
Instead, I will tell you what we have come to, thus
far, in a nutshell:
China wants to Control the World.
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The Democrats want to destroy Trump.
Those two statements will automatically brand us as
conspiracy theorists - to those who think differently.
All I can say is, I urge you to take a look at the
articles and videos that have been coming in to us
and then let you make up your own mind.
Also, we have decided to send out this Newsletter in
both Word and PDF file formats.
I admit, I do not like using Microsoft Word, but, for
the present, it is what we are forced to work with seeing as how so many readers are stuck with that
mode of communication. I think you will see what I
am driving at, once you check out the articles and
videos below.
On with the show!
VIDEOS AND ARTICLES OF THE UTMOST
IMPORTANCE
NOTE: Sometimes these references are not “alive.”
If that is the case, I urge you to copy and paste them
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into your search engine and access them that way.
Please give them time to download – it will be well
worth your time, I guarantee.
1. Is This The Real China? Submitted by
John Hanrahan
2.

Real Journalism Submitted by Richard Bachert

3. Doctor Who Exposes It All Submitted by
Richard Bachert
4. China on Human Rights Council Submitted by
David Klepinger
5. Bill Gates Obsession with Vaccines Submitted
by Paula
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Look at the Real Numbers Submitted by Bill J
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SOME ADDED COMMENTS
We are, in no way, suggesting that there is a great
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conspiracy going on in the World. BUT, these above
references do seem to have a common thread running
through them. If you take your time, and listen to
what is being said, you will start to see some
extremely disturbing similarities.
Take into consideration how far off so many of the
statements by the Media were, with regard, not only
to the Coronavirus – but with so many past
predictions and vastly overstated projections.
The World Health Organization has been completely
discredited. Some were projecting MILLIONS of
people were going to die. This simply is not the case.
Yet, the WHOLE WORLD has been conveniently
shut down. I have never seen anything like this in my
entire life. To be quite honest, it is TOTALLY
INSANE.
Here in Tokyo, Japan - with a population of over 37
MILLION people in the city and suburbs - it was just
closed down because 1,600 people have tested
positive and yes, some people have died. But, is that
a good enough reason to shut down all of Tokyo?
Other COUNTRIES have completely shut down - in
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RECORD TIME.
What the hell is going on? And who is trying to
mastermind this whole worldwide operation?
If all the statistics and the horrendous projections of
MILLIONS going to die were so far off the mark,
then does it not stand to reason that:
The Russia Impeachment was a total farce, conjured
up by the Media, in conjunction with other “bad
actors.” This is still an ongoing investigation – and I
predict that some startling news is about to break –
big time.
The three years of Impeachment Hearings were a
purposeful distraction by the Democrats, in
conjunction with the Media, to ruin Trump’s chances
of winning re-election – and to cast doubt on his
2016 victory.
Global Warming could very well be completely
overstated, from which countless “companies” have
received millions of dollars – then go bankrupt – yet
the Media remains silent. Where did all that money
go?
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They finally had to alter the name to Climate Change,
because Global Warming simply was not happening,
nearly to the extent that they had stated. Well, climate
does change.
Hillary Clinton was going to win in a Landslide,
predicted by all of the Main Stream Media. It did not
happen.
Just today, the Media has Trump and Biden
statistically tied. Does anybody even remotely
believe that?
Coronavirus has changed to COVID-19 (2019 virus
strain). But no one in the Media is calling it by its
real name:
CHICOM BIOLOGICAL WAR VIRUS
Why is the Media silent on all of the Chinese doctors
who blew the whistle on the whole operation in
Wuhan? One doctor died – the others have simply
vanished
And now, Ai Fen, another noted doctor, has also
disappeared. But, the Media still remains silent.
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As pointed out by another reader, Thomas Towne,
why are Beijing and Shanghai NOT locked down?
Why have the Chinese Communist Elites NOT come
down with the virus - but Boris Johnson, the British
Prime Minister - gets the virus – 9,000 miles away?
Did the Chinese develop the virus, then have a serum
all along for their own chosen elites?
It sounds like the arsonist who starts a fire, then
rushes to help put it out. Why does the Media not
point these facts out?
Has anybody even seen or heard from Hunter Biden
in the last few months? In all the chaos and
confusion, he has been conveniently forgotten. Where
is the Media on this point?
Isn’t it ironic, that all this happened at this point in
time? Joe Biden is the Democratic candidate, but he
is so bad at debating that he - and everybody else has been put into a position of social distancing.
Was this virus purposely started to disrupt the
November election in America? If so, who does it
benefit the most?
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China and the Democrats, pure and simple.
There is nothing “fishy” about this. It is so clear, even
a blind man could see it.
Why are the Democrats so full of hate for Donald
Trump, that they would willingly destroy the entire
country just to take back power from him?
What has happened to the once, respectable (Truman/
Kennedy/Henry “Scoop” Jackson/ Frank Church)
Democratic Party?
I have many Democrat friends who are livid as to
what has happened to their party, and are vowing to
“hold their noses” and vote for Trump in retaliation!
I can’t say as I blame them. Their party has sunk so
low that I am wondering if it can ever recover.
IN CONCLUSION
I apologize to our many readers with such stark news
and information.
But it is time, We the People, Wake Up and really see
what is going on. If this pandemic is not dealt with, in
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a very harsh manner, then expect things to only get
worse.
As for Some Suggestions, I would recommend the
following actions be taken IMMEDIATELY:
1. Ban all travelers from China who are registered
members of the Chinese Communist Party from ever
entering America again.
2. Impose a 1000% tariff on ALL Chinese imports
to America.
3. Cancel all REPAYMENT of United States debt
to the Chinese Communist Government.
4. Confiscate ALL Chinese Bank Accounts in
America.
5. Immediately instruct ALL American Companies
in China to relocate back to America - with funding
from the United States Government, to help in the
process of relocating back to Stateside – or else.
6. Insist that Taiwan be included in the United
Nations.
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7. If the UN refuses to do so, then America should
pull out of the UN and insist that it be relocated
elsewhere – preferably in Sub-Saharan Africa.
8. Insist that Hong Kong be declared a Sovereign
Country - free of all Chinese Communist
influence.
9. America to stop ALL funding to every
Communist Country in the World.
10. Insist that all American Allies go along with
these above demands - or stop ALL American
financial aid to those countries that don’t
comply.
Just in doing that, the budget deficit
would be
dramatically reduced – overnight.
NOTE: For comments, suggestions or tips, please
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NOW, FOR THE GOOD NEWS – PERHAPS!
I am going to stick my neck way out with a few
outlandish predictions. I always find it amusing that,
when I get my predictions right, few people make
mention of it. But, when I am wrong, all hell breaks
loose.
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But that is life, and I am well prepared for the jeers –
as well as the cheers!
1. There will be a massive change in China in the
near future – with a full change in leadership.
Perhaps even a Chinese Revolution.
2. America will mark this Coronavirus “Pandemic”
as a watershed milestone in American history – with
it totally backfiring on China – to America’s full
advantage.
3. Donald Trump will be re-elected in the biggest
landslide in modern American politics – IF the
Democratic Convention is not brokered, which I
think will happen – at the last minute. If that is the
case, then anything can happen.
4.

The GOP will retain the White House, the Senate
and win back the House of Representatives.

5. The Stock Market will be above 31,000 by the
end of the year.
6. Hong Kong and Taiwan will both become
Independent, Sovereign Countries in the year
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2021 and America’s allies will finally step up
vote with America in accomplishing this last
prediction!

and

In closing, I want to wish you all a Very Happy
Easter.
It is of extreme importance that we all remember
these Biblical Events have taken place during Holy
Week.
I honestly believe that this was not a coincidence, but
done by the Grace of God, in Jesus’ name.
Thank you for your great emails, support and timely
consideration. Without all of our readers, we would
be fighting windmills.
As it is, We the People, will come through this
stronger than ever before!
That’s it for now. Take care, stay safe and keep
thinking positive.
Until next time, Sayonara from Kobe, Japan!
Best wishes,
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Lawrence Klepinger
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